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[image: We may live in a digital world, but two Utah businesses — both founded during the pandemic — are case studies in delivering social connection. | Photo courtesy of Villa Ceramics] 
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How Utah businesses are redefining community post-pandemic

 


April 10, 2024 
















[image: Kinect Capital is thrilled to announce the 41st Annual Investors Choice Conference set to take place on April 24, 2024, in Salt Lake City, Utah.] 
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Kinect Capital announces Scott Anderson as the keynote speaker at 41st annual Investors Choice event in Salt Lake City

 


April 9, 2024 








[image: Downtown Towers ‘Go Gold’ to Support Final IOC Visit] 
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Downtown towers ‘go gold’ to support final IOC visit

 


April 9, 2024 








[image: Leash Biosciences, an artificial intelligence and machine learning (AI/ML)-native biotechnology company unleashing machine learning to solve medicinal chemistry, today announced the completion of a $9.3 million seed financing round to advance its mission of revolutionizing medicinal chemistry through modern computational methods and massive biological data collection.] 
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Leash Biosciences announces $9.3 million seed financing to pioneer AI-driven medicinal chemistry

 


April 9, 2024 








[image: Savage, a global provider of supply chain infrastructure and solutions, has earned the USA TODAY 2024 Top Workplaces USA award, issued by Energage.] 
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Savage’s team-focused culture earns company 2024 Top Workplaces USA Award

 


April 9, 2024 








[image: Dark sky culture has the potential to create economic opportunity.] 
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Recent Dark Sky designation gives Southern Utah the chance to grow astrotourism

 


April 9, 2024 








[image: CHG Healthcare has announced the launch of a new advisory services branch.] 
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CHG Healthcare announces advisory services

 


April 8, 2024 








[image: The Natural History Museum of Utah's Critical Action Lab Team is proud to announce the upcoming 2024 Youth Climate Summit, taking place on Saturday, April 13, 2024, from 8:30 a.m. to 4:00 p.m.] 
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Natural History Museum of Utah hosts 2024 Youth Climate Summit

 


April 8, 2024 
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